
Placebo share new single “Happy Birthday In The Sky”

New album Never Let Me Go out March 25
th
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(March 4, 2022 - Toronto, ON) Placebo are today sharing a brand-new single, “Happy
Birthday In The Sky”. It is the final single that will be released ahead of the band’s
highly-anticipated new album Never Let Me Go, which is due March 25th.

Listen to “Happy Birthday In The Sky” here and view the visualizer here.

Never Let Me Go will be released on March 25th. Pre-order the album here.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/0awcz97l9k6uhak/Placebo%20-%20HBITS%20announcement%20image%20-%20Photo%20credit%20Mads%20Perch.jpg?dl=0
https://lnk.to/Placebo-HBITS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRYLFVOY1RI
https://lnk.to/Placebo-NeverLetMeGo
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“Happy Birthday In The Sky” follows recent singles “Beautiful James”, “Surrounded By
Spies” and “Try Better Next Time”, each of which offered its own unique glimpse into what
has been weighing on the minds of the band in the near decade since their last album
release. Where the album’s opening singles considered themes of personal accountability,
tech-saturation, and humanity’s true place in the world, “Happy Birthday In The Sky” is
Placebo at their heart-breaking best. Brian Molko grips every word and releases it in a flurry
of controlled expressive outpouring, revisiting dark emotions to tell a story of loss and the
mechanisms we use to cope with it. He comments:

“Happy Birthday In The Sky for me, is one of the more heartbreaking moments on the album.
Happy Birthday In The Sky is a phrase that I've been using for quite some time.  When I say,
happy birthday to people who aren't with us anymore, it communicates the kind of
heartbreak that we're really, really good at communicating I think. You know that sense of
loss, that sense of desperation. It's as if a part of your body and your soul has been ripped
from you unfairly. And you pine and you pine, and you wait.

What I am thinking is that this is kind of so visceral and so intense emotionally that it's really
going to communicate something very powerful to the listener. And that's basically all I'm
interested in. At what cost? Who cares. As long as the song really, really moves people, then
whatever sacrifices you have to make in order to get there are fine with me. It's not such a
bad thing to inhabit these emotions - you're very, very much alive and in the moment while
you're doing so.”

https://www.dropbox.com/s/3byn8ob2lugnfe8/Placebo%20-%20Happy%20Birthday%20In%20The%20Sky%20single%20artwork.jpg?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KudGpbfWYrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N17TEw__Iog
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N17TEw__Iog
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOVkzL0ga2w
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Placebo – Never Let Me Go album track listing

01.Forever Chemicals
02.Beautiful James
03.Hugz
04.Happy Birthday In The Sky
05.The Prodigal
06.Surrounded By Spies
07.Try Better Next Time
08.Sad White Reggae
09.Twin Demons
10.Chemtrails
11. This Is What You Wanted
12.Went Missing
13.Fix Yourself
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